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To inspire means to fill someone with the urge or ability to do or feel something. It leads you to dream, explore
and create.

And true to its name, the 2020 Lexus LC Inspiration Series invites its drivers to discover new places and seek
adventure. This limited-edition rendition carries all the modern performance, technology and style of the LC 500
through an unparalleled, luxurious transformation. With its cutting-edge design and superior engineering, this
handcrafted Lexus LC Inspiration Series speaks to the senses, heightening the driver experience with a wave of
possibility.

Ahead, are five experiences inspired by the 2020 Lexus LC Inspiration Series.

Feel Harmony with Nature

Enchanted forests offer a symbol of possibility, and the banyan trees of Sarasota, Florida, offer a prime spot to
reconnect with nature. Banyan leaves are large, green and glossy, and because of the way the canopy spreads and
entwines branches, what looks like a massive grove is sometimes just one tree.

https://pressroom.lexus.com/cutting-edge/


A distinctive shade of subtle green, the LC Inspiration’s exclusive Nori Green Pearl exterior harmonizes with
these surroundings, as vehicle and setting complement each other.

Journey off the Map

Rarity is a quality of the LC 500 Inspiration Series. For a truly uncommon journey, drive across the Mojave
Desert at dusk in a mission to buy a leather-bound edition of “The Great Gatsby.”



Like a rare book, the handcrafted LC Inspiration is styled to appeal to the sense of touch, with Alcantara®-
covered door inserts and a unique two-tone interior of Bespoke Saddle Tan and Black Amber, and seats finished
in aniline leather-trim, the softest, highest-grade leather available in the Lexus lineup.

Embrace the Value of Precision

Like the precision of the geometric taillights and rear plates, artistic precision is found in the craftsmanship of
painting, sculpture and conceptual installations.



Marking its limited-edition nature, each LC Inspiration Series features a laser-cut custom sill plate. A subtle
reminder of its rarity every time you open the door, this detail is the perfect finishing touch.

Fuel Your Exhilaration

Imagine cutting through the darkness in the LC Inspiration at night to race the moon across the prairies to the
sound of LC’s distinctive rumbling exhaust note. With a 0-to-60 mph time of just 4.4 seconds, the open road has
never felt so boundless, encouraging drivers to throw out the itinerary and discover their own adventures.1



https://lexus-cms-media.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/LEXUS-LC-500-START-
INTO-ACCELERATION-AND-BYS.MUFFLER.wav

 

Like all LC 500s before it, the 10-speed transmission and 471 horsepower naturally-aspirated V8 will not only
fuel the creation of new dreams, but also give drivers the power to chase them.2

Experience Limitlessness

Intricate design. Opulent interior. Cutting-edge technology. The 2020 Lexus LC Inspiration Series appeals to the
senses. From the thrill of the open road to the hustle of city streets, it’s the perfect combination of rarity and
craftsmanship.

Tapping into the surprise and delight of the Lexus design visionaries, the Inspiration Series fuels the
limitlessness of human emotion and possibility. With a combination of engineering and technology, the
Inspiration Series creates a heightened human experience.
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